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About Pai Sho: Official Rules & Gameplay 
After looking at all the various rules out there for Pai Sho, I felt I needed a nice collection of 
some of my favorite versions. I quickly went from just compiling a few rulesets into a 
document, to creating this elaborately themed book. The book is designed to take place in a 
modernized version of the Avatar World. I created the organization, dubbed, “International 
Pai Sho Association” as a way to give the book an official feel. Along with this I decided to 
make it feel along the lines of a instructional book designed to teach and introduce people to 
the competitive world of Pai Sho. Similarly to may games (TCGs, Video Games, Board 
Games) the International Pai Sho Association holds official tournaments at the local, 
regional, national, and world level. The book also mentions the Order of the White Lotus, 
this is another fictional organization introduced as Fan Service for fans of the Avatar Series. 

It would be my hope that this book acts as a standardization of some of the rules and can 
eventually lead to a more structured following of Pai Sho, however small that may be. All of 
the styles explained in this book are based closely on rules created by others. I did make 
some modifications to fit the theme of the book along with clarifying some of the rules that 
felt like they were lacking in explanation. 

As stated on the cover this is the 1st edition, and I hope there can be more editions to follow. 
If I run across more styles I would like to add, or if any are recommended to me to be added 
they may appear in a 2nd edition. 

Like other Pai Sho Projects this book is under a Creative Commons License. No profit is 
intended to come from this. Anyone can distribute, change, or use this book however they 
would like. All images used in this book were provided by paisho.pbworks.com with the 
exception of the title image (google, dead link). 

 

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International 
License. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0/.

http://paisho.pbworks.com
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History of Pai Sho

Pai Sho is a two-player game that dates back to the time of Raava and the Spirits. Legend 
has it that the spirits developed the game as a way to to strengthen their connection to the 
physical world. Although each nation claims to have been the birthplace of Pai Sho, 
Historians believe that the stories of the spirits hold its true origins.  

Pai Sho has been used for everything from relaxation, meditation, and strategy to 
gambling and competition. With each nation and people creating there own methods of 
play and rules. Util it was revealed at the end of the Hundred Year War, the Order of the 
White Lotus used Pai Sho as a way to identify members of their secret society. Today the 
Order of the White Lotus uses Pai Sho to test and rank its members. By learning the 
various styles of Pai Sho you may find yourself on the way to achieving the rank of Grand 
Lotus. 

This Instruction book will focus on teaching you a few of the more popular and modern 
styles of Pai Sho along with the oldest recorded ruleset. 

Getting Started 
Each section will focus on a specific style of Pai Sho and its required materials. As for general 
requirements you will need a Pai Sho Board (Physical or Virtual), Pai Sho Game Pieces 
(Physical or Virtual), and Two Players. 

A Pai Sho Board is a circular board with an 
18x18 square grid with the corners cut off. 
In the center is a diamond shape divided 
into four quarters with white and red at 
opposite corners. There are four outer 
triangles that are red, and the rest of the 
squares are a yellow color. A Pai Sho board 
has a total of 256 spaces on it.  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第⼀一章 

Basic Pai Sho

About Basic Pai Sho 
Basic Pai Sho is the standard Pai Sho style recognized by the International Pai Sho 
Association (IPSA) and the Order of the White Lotus. Unless stated otherwise, Basic Pai 
Sho is the version you will be playing in any major IPSA sanctioned event. 

Basic Pai Sho is a simplified version of Ancient Pai Sho. It was modified to make the game 
easier to learn and quicker to play in an attempt to bring Pai Sho into the competition 
environment. 

Plying Materials 
The Board 
Basic Pai Sho uses a standard Pai Sho board as described in the “Getting Started” section. 

The Pieces 
Each Player receives 54 tiles. 

(Figure 1.1) 

White Flowers Red Flowers Non-Flowers Special

Jasmine (6) Rose (6) Knotweed (3) White Dragon (3)

White Lily (6) Chrysanthemum (6) Wheel (3) White Lotus (3)

White Jade (6) Rhododendron (6) Rock (3)

Boat (3)
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Gameplay 
Player Arrangement 
Each player sits opposite the other with a red triangle in front of them. These triangles are 
called ports. The port closest to you is your “Home” port, the port opposite is the “Foreign” 
port. The two remaining ports are “East” and “West” respectively. The point in the center of 
the board is the “Mid” port. The white areas are called White Gardens. The red areas not 
designated as ports are called Red Gardens. The yellow areas are called Neutral Gardens. 

The object of the game is to generate the most points, or Harmonies, before you or your 
opponent creates a consistent chain of Harmonies around the Mid Port. 

Starting the Game 
The game starts with the flip of a coin. The winner of this coin flip chooses from one of the 
following options. 

1. Choose the first starting tile to place on the board 

2. Make the first move 

Six (6) tiles are now placed on the board. These tiles, called “Spring Flowers”, are placed 
while alternating between you and your opponent. Each player controls the placement of 
three (3) flowers.  

Spring Flowers may not be placed on any of the ports. You man ONLY place Spring Flowers 
on your side of the board. Red Flowers cannot be placed in White Gardens and White 
Flowers cannot be placed in Red Gardens. 

During A Turn 
During your turn you may make one of the following moves. 

1. Move a tile already in play (If the tile is a non-flower you may use its 
special ability after its movement). 

2. Place a new tile. 

3. Use a Non-Flower tiles’s special ability. 

NOTE - You cannot place a tile if the starting point is occupied by another tile, regardless if 
you can capture it. 
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Tiles and Movement 
White Flowers 

Jasmine - Starts at the Home Port. Moves up to three (3) spaces at 
one time in a straight line. Harmonizes with Lily and 
Rhododendron. Clashes with Rose. 
Lily - Starts at either East or West Port. Moves two (2) spaces in one 
direction, and two (2) spaces in another direction, moving in the 
shape of an L. Harmonizes with Jasmine and White Jade. Clashes 
with Chrysanthemum. 

White Jade - Starts at the Mid Port. Moves up to five (5) spaces in 
one direction. Not affected by Boat. Harmonizes with Lily and Rose. 
Clashes with Rhododendron. 

Red Flowers 

Rose - Starts at the Foreign Port. Moves up to three (3) spaces at one 
time in a straight line. Harmonizes with White Jade and 
Chrysanthemum. Clashes with Jasmine. 

Chrysanthemum - Starts at either East or West Port. Moves two (2) 
spaces in one direction, and two (2) spaces in another direction, 
moving in the shape of an L. Harmonizes with Rose and 
Rhododendron. Clashes with Lily. 

Rhododendron - Starts at the Mid Port. Moves up to five (5) spaces 
in one direction. Not affected by Boat. Harmonizes with 
Chrysanthemum and Jasmine. Clashes with White Jade. 
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Non-Flowers 
NOTE - These tiles may be removed by any tile, but that tile is also removed. They can be 
placed on the board only after the first turn(s). They cannot form harmonies (See 
exceptions). 

 

Knotweed (Fire) - May be placed anywhere at least one (1) space 
away from any port. When placed on the board all tiles that are within 
one (1) space are “drained” and may not be moved or form harmonies. 
Cannot move by itself. When captured the surrounding tiles are no 
longer “drained”. Knotweed does not affect other Knotweed pieces. 
Wheel (Wind) - May be placed on any Neutral Garden. Moves all 
tiles within one (1) space in a clockwise or counterclockwise rotation 
any amount. Moves any number of spaces in one direction. 

Boat (Water) - May be placed only in Red or White Gardens (able to 
move into Neutral Gardens). Moves up to five (5) spaces in any 
combination of directions. Does not disrupt harmonies. Can push any 
tile one space away as long as the destination space is empty. May 
move up to three (3) of your tiles five (5) spaces in one direction (only 
if Boat has yet to move, prevents movement of Boat). 

Rock (Earth) - May be placed on any space. Cannot be moved by 
any means. The Rock takes on all harmonious traits of an adjacent 
Flower. The Rock does not take harmonious traits from Special 
Flowers. 
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Special Flowers 
NOTE - These tiles may land anywhere on the board. They can be put on the board only 
after the first three (3) turns of each player. 

White Dragon (Yin) - Must be placed on the opponents side of the 
board. Moves up to six (6) spaces in a straight line. May move over 
any tile. My capture or be captured by any tile. Does not form 
harmonies or clash with any tile. 

White Lotus (Yang) - Must be placed on your side of the board. 
Moves up to two (2) spaces in any direction. May capture or be 
captured by any tile. While “blooming” the White Lotus may form a 
harmony with any other Flower (including the opponents. Only the 
player owning the Lotus receives the points). 

Moving Tiles 
You can not move a tile over an opponents tile unless otherwise stated.  

You can not move a tile onto any of the ports. 

A Red Flower can not end its move in a White Garden, and a White Flower can not end its 
move in a Red Garden. Flowers can end there move on spaces containing sections of both 
Red and White Garden. 

You can not move a tile into a space where it clashes with another of your own Flowers. If a 
piece is found in this position, return it to owners reserve pile. 

Removing Tiles 
Landing on a tile may or may not remove it from the board. The following rules must apply. 

1. It must clash with the tile (i.e. Jasmine may capture Rose). 

2. It must be your opponent’s tile. 

3. All captured tiles are placed into The Pot. 
4. A Flower that is placed into an incorrect Garden by a Boat is returned 

to the players reserve pile. 
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Harmonies, Disharmonies, and Clashing 
Harmonies are how a player scores points. To create a harmony you must align two (2) tiles 
in a straight, uninterrupted line. Each harmony generates one (1) point. If a Red Flower, in a 
Red Garden, is in harmony with a White Flower, in a White Garden, they create a Natural 
Harmony. A Natural Harmony generates two (2) points. 

Harmonies may ONLY be formed with your own tiles, except in the case of a Blooming 
White Lotus tile. 

You can not create a harmony if the tile is on one of the starting points. 

When beginning a game, tiles do no create harmonies. They must first be moved in order to 
create harmonies. 

Disharmonies are cerated when you disrupt an opponents harmony with a tile that clashes 
with either of the two (2) harmonizing tiles. Disharmonies result in the loss of one (1) point. 
When a Natural Harmony is disrupted, two (2) points are lost. 

Harmonies and Disharmonies will continue to generate points each turn they remain intact. 

You may not place one of you own Flowers in such a way that causes it to clash or create a 
disharmony for your own tiles. You may only disrupt your opponents harmonies. 

The Harmony Ring 
The Harmony Ring displays which 
Flowers Harmonize and which Flowers 
Clash. If connected by a green line, the 
Flowers create a Harmony. If connected 
with a red line, the Flowers Clash. Flowers 
with no lines connecting do not Clash nor 
Harmonize. 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How to Score 
At the end of the game, each player tallies the points scored for all the Harmonies they 
completed. Red Flowers in Red Gardens and White Flowers in White Gardens in a Harmony 
get one extra bonus point. All tiles that a player owns within three (3) spaces from a White 
Lotus tiles gains an extra point. Each player then subtracts one (1) point for each tile that 
they have on the board. The player with the most remaining points wins. 

Remember, you get a point every time you create a Harmony, not just at the end of the game. 
Keep a tally of your points. 

Ending the Game 
The game ends when any of the following conditions are met: 

1. A player forms a chain of harmonies around the Mid Port and wins 
the pot (Still count tiles to determine winner). 

2. A Player is left with only three Harmonious tiles (which is too few to 
create a complete Harmony chain) and the other player wins the pot 
(Still count tiles to determine winner). 

3. A Player reaches a predetermined number of points (No one gets the 
pot). 

4. A Player forfeits and the opponent wins. 

The Pot 
The pot is where all the tiles that were removed from the board go. Each player gets one (1) 
point for each of their opponents tiles in the pot. The player who “wins” the pot gets to claim 
any wager made at the start of the game. 

You may wager ANYTHING for the pot. Usually, it is a number of extra points and/or 
money. 

Counting Points 
In addition to the points accumulated throughout the game, you also gain extra points from 
the following: 

1. Points from the pot. 

2. One (1) point for each tile that is Protected by a White Lotus. 

3. Lose one (1) point for each tile that is dead. 
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Winning 
The winner is decided by totaling up all the points gained throughout and after the game.  

This includes points made and lost from Harmonies and Disharmonies during the game, 
points gained from protection, points lost from death, and extra points from the pot.  

Regardless of the winner the pot still goes to whomever won it. This means that you can lose 
the game but win the pot. 

Special Terms 
Home Port - The Home Port is the Red Triangle closest to you. 

Foreign Port - The Foreign Port is the Red Triangle furthest from you 
and closest to your opponent. 

East & West Ports - The East and West Ports are the Red Triangles on 
the left and right sides of the board. (Actual direction has no effect on 
which is East and which is West, this is up to you as players). 

Mid Port - The Mid Port is the middle most point on the board. 

Neutral Garden - Neutral Garden is anything that is not colored red 
or white on the board. 
Red Garden - The Red areas that are not considered a Port are 
considered Red Gardens. 

White Garden - The White areas are considered White Gardens. 

Spring Flowers - Spring Flowers are the Flower Tiles that are placed 
on the board before the first move is made. 
Flowers - Flower tiles consist of Red and White flowers. These are the 
main pieces used to play. 

Non-Flowers - Non-Flowers are special tiles with abilities that help 
and disrupt the placement of Flower Tiles. 

Special Tiles - Special Tiles consist of Tiles that have powerful abilities 
that can alter the game significantly. 

Drained - A Tile that is “drained” can not move or form harmonies. 

Blooming - Lotus’ belonging to the player with the fewest number of 
tiles in the pot are “Blooming”. 

Protected - Flowers within three (3) spaces of a White Lotus at the end 
of the game are “Protected” 

 Dead - Flowers not “Protected” by a White Lotus are “Dead”. 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第⼆二章 

Iroh Pai Sho

About Iroh Pai Sho 
Iroh Pai Sho is a version of Pai Sho focused not on the capture of the opponents pieces, 
but reaching harmony with your own. General Iroh of the Fire Nation and Grand Lotus of 
the Order of the White Lotus, developed this version of Pai Sho during his travels with his 
nephew, Fire Lord Zuko. Its focus is that of humility, peace, and composure. 

Iroh Pai Sho is commonly played during formal events held by the Order of the White 
Lotus. Most sanctioned IPSA events will not hold official tournaments for Iroh Pai Sho. 

Playing Materials 
The Board 
Iroh Pai Sho uses a standard Pai Sho board as described in the “Getting Started” section. 

The Pieces 
Each player receives 22 tiles. 
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Normal Tiles Special Tiles

Fire Tiles (4) White Lotus (1)

Water Tiles (4) Rock (2)

Earth Tiles (4) Knotweed (3)

Air Tiles (4)

(Figure 2.1)



Gameplay 
Each player sits with with a Red Triangle in front of them.  

The point of Iroh Pai Sho is not to take the opponents tiles, but rather to create Harmonies. 
A Harmony occurs when two tiles (regardless of type) each lie on the same line that 
intersects a midline. The two tiles must have nothing in between them; any tile in between 
disrupts the Harmony. Harmonies cannot occur diagonally. A tile lying on a midline is NOT 
Harmonious. A tile may only be used in one Harmony. (See figure 2.2 and figure 2.3). 
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Black Line: Midline 1 

Blue Line: Midline 2 

Red Line: Midline 3 

Green Line: Midline 4

The black tiles are in Harmony over midline 
1, but the white tiles are NOT in Harmony. 
The black tile is disrupting the Harmony of 
the white tiles. 

Tiles are simplified to black and white.

(Figure 2.3)



Tiles and Movement 
The tiles, their movement, and abilities are as follows: 

Air - Moves four (4) spaces at a time in any direction (can change 
direction during move). Can move onto all areas. Cannot be taken or 
take tiles. 

Water - Moves two (2) spaces at a time in a straight line. Can only 
move on white areas. Can be used to make two (2) simultaneous 
harmonies. 

Earth - Moves three (3) spaces at a time in a straight line. Can only 
move on yellow or unpainted areas. Can make Harmonies with and 
through Rocks. 

Fire - Moves three (3) spaces at a time in a straight line. Can only 
move on red areas. Cannot be affected by Knotweed. Can destroy 
Knotweed tiles it’s touching. 
White Lotus - Moves five (5) spaces at a time in a straight line. Can 
move on any color. Cannot be taken or take tiles. Forms Harmonies 
for each player. Cannot be affected by Knotweed. Can move over tiles. 

Knotweed - Placed on spaces. Prevents surrounding tiles from 
moving. Does not disrupt Harmonies. 

Rocks - Placed on any point except home point. Cannot move or be 
moved.  Cannot be taken or take tiles. Disrupts harmonies. 

When placing a tile onto the board it must enter on the home point. 

Any tile can move on a border between two different colors as long as it can be moved on one 
of the colors. 

Tiles take each other by moving on the other tile. Rocks, the White Lotus, and Air tiles can 
not be taken this way. 

All tiles may move less than their max amount. 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Ending the Game 
The game is over when one player creates a Harmony through each of the four (4) midlines.  

When a player moves into a position in which they have a Harmony across each of the four 
(4) midlines the opposing player has one (1) turn to try and stop them. The player with the 
four (4) Harmonies does NOT have to inform the opposing player. It is the opposing player’s 
job to notice the Harmonies. If the opposing player does nothing to prevent the Harmonies, 
then player with the four (4) Harmonies has to proclaim that they have one. 

The proclamation of victory takes up a turn. If the proclamation is false, the turn ends and 
the game continues. Figure 2.11 displays an example of a winning position by the player 
using the black tiles. 
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(Figure 2.11)



第三章 

3-Piece Pai Sho

About 3-Piece Pai Sho 
3-Piece Pai Sho, also know as Street Pai Sho, is a popular, fast paced style of Pai Sho. 
Originally developed as a way to play many games of Pai Sho quickly with a small 
learning curve, 3-Piece Pai Sho was quickly adopted as a popular choice among 
travelers, taverns, and hotels. 3-Piece Pai Sho focuses on using your offensive tiles to 
attack and trap your opponents defensive tiles. 

Playing Materials 
The Board 
3-Piece Pai Sho uses a standard Pai Sho board as described in the “Getting Started” section. 

The Pieces 
Each player receives 14 Tiles. 
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Offensive Tiles Defensive Tiles Movement Tiles

Bison (5) Iris (5) Wheel (4)

(Figure 3.1)



Gameplay 
Unlike most styles of Pai Sho, 3-Piece Pai Sho is played with its board rotated 45 degrees 
clockwise. The tiles are played on the intersections of lines not the spaces.  

The goal in 3-Piece Pai Sho is to trap one of your opponents Iris tiles with a Bison tile while 
inside of a central red area. 

Starting Configuration 
The starting placement for each players tiles is shown in the figure below (figure 3.2). The 
tiles are simplified to three colors. 
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Red Tiles - Bison Tiles 

Green Tiles - Iris Tiles 

Blue Tiles - Wheel Tiles
(Figure 3.2)



During a Turn 
During your turn you may take one of the following actions: 

1. Move a Tile. A Tile may move to a point directly next to it. 

2. Use a Wheel to move a Tile to any point around the Wheel. A Wheel 
can move one space before rotating tiles around. 

3. Jump Tiles. A Tile can keep moving as long as it can jump over one of 
your own Tiles. 

When rotating tiles around a Wheel, all tiles around the Wheel must rotate. This includes the 
tiles belonging to your opponent. 

Tiles and Movement 

Offensive Tiles 
The Offensive Tiles in 3-Piece Pai Sho are called Bison Tiles. 

Defensive Tiles 
The Defensive Tiles in 3-Piece Pai Sho are called Iris Tiles. 

Special Tiles 
The Special Tiles in 3-Piece Pai Sho are called Wheel Tiles. 

All tiles can move one (1) point directly next to it. All tiles can be rotated by the Wheel Tile. 
Tiles may move further by jumping over ally tiles. 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Ending the Game 
In order to win you must kill your opponents Iris Tile with your Bison Tile. An Iris Tile is 
considered captured when it is inside of a red area and has an enemy Bison Tile directly next 
to it. Once an Iris Tile is captured, there is one (1) turn to free the Iris Tile. This can be 
accomplished in the following ways: 

1. Moving the Iris Tile with a Wheel Tile. 

2. Moving a second Iris Tile So that it is directly next to the enemy 
Bison Tile. This creates a Defense. 

If the Iris Tile is not freed within the one (1) turn, it dies and the game is lost. If an Iris Tile is 
directly next to two (2) enemy Bison Tiles it is considered dead and the game is lost. 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第四章 

Modern Pai Sho

About Modern Pai Sho 
Modern Pai Sho was created when a group of people asked the Avatar to create a 
standardized style of Pai Sho. Tired of being confused by the multiple ways to play Pai 
Sho this small group sent many requests to the Avatar hoping she would create a standard 
for the game. This spawned what we call Modern Pai Sho. 

Modern Pai Sho is based on a Rock-Paper-Scissors method using the Four Nations as the 
driving forces. The goal is to reach the Spirit Portal at the center of the board with your 
White Lotus tile. Modern Pai Sho is the IPSA’s most common style. Because of its easy to 
learn rules and quick gameplay, Modern Pai Sho is used as the introduction to IPSA 
tournaments. Modern Pai Sho is what most local IPSA events will compete with. 

Playing Materials 
The Board 
Modern Pai Sho uses a standard Pai Sho board as described in the “Getting Started” section. 

The Pieces 
Each player receives 14 tiles. 
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Standard Tiles Special Tiles

Water (3) White Lotus (1)

Fire (3) Avatar (1)

Air (3)

Earth (3)

(Figure 4.1)



Gameplay 
Unlike most styles of Pai Sho, Modern Pai Sho plays with the board rotated 45 degrees. The 
tiles are played on the intersections of lines and not in the spaces. 

The goal of Modern Pai Sho is to either capture the opponents White Lotus Tile or reach the 
Spirit Portal (center point) with your own White Lotus Tile. 

During a Turn 
You can only move one tile per turn. Each tile can only move to a point directly adjacent to it, 
or jump a tile that is owned by the player moving. You can keep jumping tiles as long as there 
are tiles to jump. 

Starting Configuration 
As stated above the board is rotated at 45 degrees and the tiles are placed as illustrated in 
Figure 4.2. tiles are simplified to six colors. 
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(Figure 4.2)

White - White Lotus 

Purple - Avatar 

Red - Fire 

Yellow - Air 

Blue - Water 

Green - Earth



Tiles and Movement 
Each tile can move one space. Either before or after a tile moves it may jump as many of its 
ally tiles as possible. The tiles are as follows: 

The White Lotus tile cannot jump. When captured, the White Lotus tile has one turn to 
escape. If it does not escape it is considered dead. 

Every tile that land next to a tile it defeats, removes that tile. If a tile is next to a tile that 
defeats it, then it is removed. The Avatar tile defeats any tile it attacks, and is defeated by any 
tile that attacks it. 

When the Avatar tile is defeated it will reincarnate at it’s starting location at the start of the 
next turn (if a tile is in the Avatar’s starting location, or is attacking the starting location, the 
Avatar will not reincarnate until the space is free and safe). 

A tile may move one (1) space before proceeding to jump over ally tiles. The jumping action 
can be done as many times as there are tiles to jump. The jumping action can be done before 
the tile makes its move. 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Fire - Defeats Air. Defeated by Earth. Neutral to Water.

Air - Defeats Water. Defeated by Fire. Neutral to Earth.

Water - Defeats Earth. Defeated by Air. Neutral to Fire.

Earth - Defeats Fire. Defeated by Water. Neutral to Air.

Avatar - Defeats All. Defeated by All. Neutral to None.

White Lotus - Defeats None. Defeated by All. Neutral to None.



Ending the Game 
The game can be won by three methods. They are as follows: 

1. The enemy White Lotus tile is dead. The White Lotus is dead when it 
can not safely move from a captured position. 

2. Your White Lotus tile is successfully moved onto the Spirit Portal and 
remains there for a full turn cycle. 

3. The opponent forfeits the game. 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第五章 

Skud Pai Sho

About Skud Pai Sho 
Skud Pai Sho is the most popular style of Pai Sho. It is a slightly simplified and more 
elegant take on Basic Pai Sho. Developed as a way to make Pai Sho more accessible to 
those interested in the higher level competitive play, Skud Pai Sho has an easy to learn 
ruleset while maintaining the complexity you find in Basic Pai Sho. 

Due to its perfect adoption of Basic Pai Sho for a medium level competitive field of play, 
Skud Pai Sho is the official style used at Regional and National IPSA Tournaments. Along 
with Regional and National Tournaments, Skud Pai Sho is represented at the IPSA World 
Championships. Skud Pai Sho is the perfect style if you are looking to join the competitive 
world of Pai Sho. 

Playing Materials 
The Board 
Skud Pai Sho uses a standard Pai Sho board as described in the “Getting Started” section. 

The Pieces 
Each player receives 28 tiles. 
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Basic Flower Tiles Accent Tiles Special Flower Tiles

White Jade (3) Rock (2) White Lotus (1)

Lily (3) Wheel (2) Orchid (1)

Jasmine (3) Knotweed (2)

Rose (3) Boat (2)

Chrysanthemum (3)

Rhododendron (3)

(Figure 5.1)



Gameplay 
Objective 
The goal in Skud Pai Sho is to be the first player to create a Harmony Ring, a chain of 
Harmonies around the Mid Port. 

Harmonies 
A Harmony is created when two of a player’s harmonious Flower Tiles are on the same line 
with no other tiles or Ports between them. 

Similarly, a Clash is when two clashing Flower Tiles belonging to either player would be lined 
up. No tiles on the board are allowed to Clash, thus no move can be made that would result 
in any tiles Clashing. 

Game Setup 
Before the first move: 

1. Players each chose four (4) Accent Tiles to Play with. 
2. The Guest (first player) places a Basic Flower Tile on a Port. The Host 

(second player) places a Clashing tile on the opposite Port. 

The Guest then makes the first move of the game. 

Board 
Skud Pai Sho maintains many of the same aspects of other styles of Pai Sho. The board is 
shown in Figure 5.2 and is described as follows: 

1. Tiles are played on the intersections. 

2. Ports - There are four (4) ports. Flower Tiles are placed here when 
played onto the board. Tiles already on the board cannot be moved 
onto a Port. 

3. Gardens - The colored areas on the board affect where Basic Flower 
Tiles can be moved (see ‘Tiles and Movement - Basic Flower Tiles”). 
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Playing a Turn 
During a turn, “Arrange” (move a 
Flower Tile on the board) or 
“Plant” (place a new Basic 
Flower Tile on an open Port). 

If you form a new Harmony 
between any of your tiles 
during Arrangement, you 
receive a “Harmony Bonus” and may do 
one of the following: 

1. Place an Accent Tile on the 
Board. 

2. Plant a Special Flower Tile. 

3. If you have less than two (2) 
“Growing Flowers (Flower 
Tiles on Ports), Plant a Basic 
Flower Tile. 

Terms like “Arrange”, “Plant”, and 
“Harmony Bonus” are explained further in 
the “Special Terms” section. 

Tiles and Movement 
Basic Flower Tiles 
Players have three (3) of each Basic Flower 
Tile. They do the following. 

1. Move up to as many spaces as 
the number in there name. 

2. Form Harmonies with tiles 
connected by a green line. 

3. Clash with tiles connected 
with a red line. 

4. Capture Clashing tiles by 
landing on them. 

5. Cannot end their turn 
completely inside an opposite colored Garden. 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Neutral 

White Garden

Red Garden

Port

(Figure 5.2)

(Figure 5.3)

White 5  
(White Jade)

White 4  
(Lily)

White 3  
(Jasmine)

Red 5  
(Rhododendron)

Red 4  
(Chrysanthemum)

Red 3  
(Rose)



Accent Tiles 
Players have two (2) of each Accent Tile (but discard four (4) before the game). Accent Tiles 
cannot be placed in a Port or be played in a way that moves a Basic Flower Tile into an 
opposite colored Garden or cause tiles to Clash. 

Rock - Played on an open intersection. Cancels Harmonies on 
horizontal and vertical lines it lies on. Cannot be moved by a Wheel. 

Wheel - Played on an open intersection. Rotates all surrounding tiles 
one space clockwise (as long as it does not move tiles off the board, or 
onto, or off of a Port). 
Knotweed - Played on an open intersection. Cancels Harmonies 
formed by surrounding tiles. 

Boat - Played on a Flower Tile or Accent Tile. Moves a Flower Tile to 
a surrounding space (the Boat takes the original place of the Flower 
Tile) or removes an Accent Tile from the Board (remove the Accent 
and Boat tiles from the game). 

Special Flowers 
Players have one (1) of each Special Flower Tile. 

White Lotus - Moves up to two (2) spaces. Forms Harmony with all 
Basic Flower Tiles. This includes the opponents Flower Tiles. 

Orchid - Moves up to six (6) spaces. Traps opponent’s surrounding 
Flower Tiles so they cannot be moved except by an Accent Tile. If you 
have a Blooming White Lotus, your Orchid can be captured by any 
Flower Tile and can capture Flower Tiles. 
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Ending the Game 
The game can end in three (3) ways. 

1. Either player creates a complete Harmony Ring around the Mid Port. 

2. A player no longer has the Tiles to create a full Harmony Ring. 

3. A player forfeits the game. 

Special Terms 
Harmony Ring - A complete ring created by Harmonious Flower Tiles 
around the Mid Port. 

Harmony - Created when two (2) Harmonious Flower Tiles lie along 
the same vertical or horizontal line. 

Clash - Two Flower Tiles that are not Harmonious are tiles that Clash. 
No move may result in any tile Clashing with another. 

Basic Flower Tiles - The main pieces used to play Skud Pai Sho. 

Accent Tiles - Special tiles that help and disrupt the placement of tiles. 

Special Flower Tiles - Powerful Flower Tiles with special abilities. 

Ports - The four (4) red triangles on the sides of the board. 
Gardens - The colored areas not designated as Ports are gardens. Red, 
White, and Neutral Gardens exist. 

Arrange - The act of moving a Flower Tile already on the board. 

Plant - The act of placing a new Basic Flower Tile on an open Port. 

Growing Flowers - Flowers still located on a Port are considered 
Growing. 

Blooming - Flowers that have moved off of a Port are considered 
Blooming. 
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第六章 

Ancient Pai Sho

About Ancient Pai Sho 
Ancient Pai Sho is the oldest recorded way to play Pai Sho. It is believed to date back to 
the time of Avatar Wan. Unlike the more modern styles of Pai Sho, Ancient Pai Sho is 
played almost exclusively during ceremonial events. the International Pai Sho Association 
does not have a sanctioned Ancient Pai Sho event, but it is occasionally played by some 
participants while waiting for other events to begin. The Order of the White Lotus holds an 
annual tournament using Ancient Pai Sho. Only Grand Lotus’ may enter, but it is one of 
the most rewarding competitions. 

Playing Materials 
The Board 
Ancient Pai Sho uses a standard Pai Sho board as described in the “Getting Started” section. 

The Pieces 
Each Player receives 54 Tiles. 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White Flowers Red Flowers Non-Flowers Special

Jasmine (6) Rose (6) Knotweed (3) White Dragon (3)

White Lily (6) Chrysanthemum (6) Wheel (3) White Lotus (3)

White Jade (6) Rhododendron (6) Rock (3)

Boat (3)

(Figure 6.1)



Gameplay 
Player Arrangement 
Each player sits opposite the other with a red triangle in front of them. These triangles are 
called ports. The port closest to you is your “Home” port, the port opposite is the “Foreign” 
port. The two remaining ports are “East” and “West” respectively. The point in the center of 
the board is the “Mid” port. The white areas are called White Gardens. The red areas not 
designated as Ports are called Red Gardens. The yellow areas are called Neutral Gardens. 

The object of the game is to be the player that lays the last tile that causes exactly a certain 
number of Harmonies to be on the board. 

Starting the Game 
Before the game can begin, the players must agree on a predetermined number of 
Harmonies that need to be reach in order to win the game. The players must also determine 
the number of tiles in each person’s hand (this number may not be exceeded). The length of 
the game increases exponentially as the number of Harmonies increase. 

Each player now randomly selects tiles from their reserve pile to make up their hand. Once 
each player has a full hand (their hands have the same number of tiles as was previously 
decided) the host will choose an additional random tile. The host will shuffle the tile behind 
the back, placing it in one of their hands. The guest will now guess which hand the tile is in. 
If they guess correctly they can then determine play order. 

The tile used to determine play order is now the “Centerpiece” and is placed at the Mid Port. 
If it is a one-time effect tile (such as a boat, knotweed, or wheel) then the effect is lost and its 
is used like a normally placed tile. 

During a Turn 
During a player’s turn, the can either: 

1. Draw one (1) tile (and Discard one (1) if necessary). 

2. Place one (1) title AND Move one (1) tile. 

Players are always able to place and move the same tile. Placing a special tile does not count 
as moving a tile i.e. if you place a Wheel Tile, rotate 180 degrees, you can still move a tile that 
got rotated. 

If at any point during your turn, or immediately following your last action, the target number 
of Harmonies is reached, you win the game. It is possible to overshoot the required number 
of Harmonies. 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Tiles and Movement 
Unlike other styles of Pai Sho, in Ancient Pai Sho, the White Flower Tiles can only be played 
on Red Gardens and Red Flower Tiles can only be played on White Gardens. Any tile can be 
moved to any Garden after placement. If a placement location lies in more than one garden, 
then any tile that could be placed in any of those Gardens can be placed there. 

Flower tiles need not move the full distance of their movement. For the purpose of this rule, 
L-shaped movement tiles move in their “L” first so that they cannot move three (3) spaces in 
one direction. 

White Flowers 

Jasmine - Starts in Red Garden. Moves up to three (3) spaces at one 
time in a straight line. Harmonizes with Lily and Rhododendron. 
Clashes with Rose. 

Lily - Starts in Red Garden. Moves two (2) spaces in one direction, 
and two (2) spaces in another direction, moving in the shape of an L. 
Harmonizes with Jasmine and White Jade. Clashes with 
Chrysanthemum. 

White Jade - Starts in Red Garden. Moves up to five (5) spaces in 
one direction. Not affected by Boat. Harmonizes with Lily and Rose. 
Clashes with Rhododendron. 

Red Flowers 

Rose - Starts in White Garden. Moves up to three (3) spaces at one 
time in a straight line. Harmonizes with White Jade and 
Chrysanthemum. Clashes with Jasmine. 

Chrysanthemum - Starts in White Garden. Moves two (2) spaces in 
one direction, and two (2) spaces in another direction, moving in the 
shape of an L. Harmonizes with Rose and Rhododendron. Clashes 
with Lily. 

Rhododendron - Starts in White Garden. Moves up to five (5) 
spaces in one direction. Not affected by Boat. Harmonizes with 
Chrysanthemum and Jasmine. Clashes with White Jade. 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Non-Flowers 
 

Knotweed (Fire) - When placed on the board all tiles that are 
within one (1) space are “drained” and may not be moved or form 
Harmonies. Cannot move by itself. When captured the surrounding 
tiles are no longer “drained”. Knotweed does not affect other 
Knotweed tiles. (One-Time effect) 

Wheel (Wind) - Moves all tiles within one (1) space in a clockwise 
or counterclockwise rotation any amount. Moves any number of 
spaces in one direction. (One-Time effect) 

Boat (Water) - To play the Boat Tile, put it in the location of 
another tile (any tile) moving that tile and placing it on any 
unoccupied intersection. (One-Time effect) 

Rock (Earth) - The Rock blocks all harmonies and disharmonies 
that would normally happen along that parallel. 

Special Flower 

White Dragon (Yin) - Moves either one (1) space or exactly six (6) 
spaces. If it land on a tile, remove that tile from the game. Can be 
removed by any tile. 

White Lotus (Yang) - Changes all Harmonies that lie on its path to 
Disharmonies. Changes all Disharmonies on its path to Harmonies. 
Can move up to two (2) spaces. 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Harmonies, Disharmonies, and Clashing 
The Harmonies in Ancient Pai Sho are the same as Basic Pai Sho. See the Harmony Wheel 
(Figure 6.14). Unlike in Basic Pai Sho, tiles can be placed in ways that would be considered 
Clashing. Every Harmony on the board is like one (1) point towards the goal number of 
Harmonies. Every Disharmony on the board acts as loss of one (1) point towards the goal 
number of Harmonies. For example, if there are four (4) Harmonies on the board and one (1) 
Disharmony on the board, it will only count as three (3) Harmonies towards the final goal. 

A Harmony or Disharmony is created when two Flowers that create a Harmony are on the 
same line. A Flower interacts with only the first Flower along its line, however, a single 
Flower can have multiple Harmonies. Harmonies are not blocked by Special Tiles (with the 
exception of the Rock). 

Ending the Game 
The game ends when any of the following conditions are met: 

1. The target number of 
Harmonies is reached. 

2. There are no longer enough 
tiles left to create the target 
number of Harmonies. 

3. A player forfeits the game. 

Winning 
The winner of the game is the player that 
lays the last tile the causes exactly a 
certain number of Harmonies to be on the 
board. If a game ends due to not having 
enough tiles to reach the target number of 
Harmonies, then the player with the most 
Harmonies created with their own tiles 
wins the game. If a game ends due to 
forfeit, then the player who did not forfeit 
wins the game. 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(Figure 6.14)



Special Terms 
Home Port - The Home Port is the Red Triangle closest to you. 

Foreign Port - The Foreign Port is the Red Triangle furthest from you 
and closest to your opponent. 

East & West Ports - The East and West Ports are the Red Triangles on 
the left and right sides of the board. (Actual direction has no effect on 
which is East and which is West, this is up to you as players). 

Mid Port - The Mid Port is the middle most point on the board. 

Neutral Garden - Neutral Garden is anything that is not colored red 
or white on the board. 
Red Garden - The Red areas that are not considered a Port are 
considered Red Gardens. 

White Garden - The White areas are considered White Gardens. 

Flowers - Flower tiles consist of Red and White flowers. These are the 
main pieces used to play. 
Non-Flowers - Non-Flowers are special tiles with abilities that help 
and disrupt the placement of Flower Tiles. 

Special Tiles - Special Tiles consist of Tiles that have powerful abilities 
that can alter the game significantly. 

Drained - A Tile that is “drained” can not move or form harmonies. 
Harmony - A Harmony is formed when two Harmonious Flower Tiles 
lie on the same line. 

Disharmony - A Disharmony is formed when two Clashing Flower 
Tiles lie on the same line. 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